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 The signals are becoming ever clearer – it’s time for a complete change! 

1 I told my son nearly three years ago now, that we are living in a sci-fi movie. 
The only difference being that instead of the movie ending in 90min – 
leaving us all entertained – even a little disturbed – this movie isn’t ending. 
 

 We are living in the real world and what is going on in our real world is also 
plainly real.  It is very sci-fi-like – in fact, like a sci-fi movie of the worst kind - 
and one which if allowed to continue unchecked, is NOT likely to end in a 
good way. But the ending of this movie is by no-means certain yet. 
It appears the People are the ultimate screenwriters and the ending is theirs. 
   

  

 

 
  

2 I and others have said, this is a wonderful time to be living on Earth.  There 
are so many things happening – mostly bad at the moment – but clearly 
peppered - thankfully with so many good things.  There appears to be a 
script being played out and followed by a swathe of actors most of whom 
probably haven’t the slightest idea about the part they are playing – whilst 
believing they are doing their bit.  And they are – and oddly in a good way. 
 
I shall explain what I mean by that - precisely - towards the end. 
But for now, let’s take an overview at some of the things going on in our 
REAL world at the moment.   
 

3 THE REALITIES IN OUR WORLD 
 
I leave it to you to decide what you currently believe to be a GOOD thing or a 
BAD thing.  For that matter, what you believe to be GOOD information and 
what you believe to be BAD.  For myself, I only know this. 
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What feels GOOD to me and what feels BAD.  My own barometer is based on 
gut feelings – intuition – if you like – and I’m pleased to say, I believe they 
have served me well so far. 
 
I will return to many – if not all – the topics mentioned below in far more 
detail another time.  My purpose here now, is only to introduce these various 
topics to give us all something to hinge our own thoughts on.    
 
In this multi-part series, nothing here is substantiated by me.  There are 
testimonies by some highly respectable scientists, doctors and other 
commentators.  Do I know who is RIGHT or WRONG?  NO, I don’t.  I am not in 
a position to truly assess and thus I am reliant upon my own gut feelings and 
intuition. 
 
And what I feel – what you may also feel – is that there are good reasons to 
feel that things are NOT as we are told they are.  Additionally, only full open 
disclosure by people who are not part of the government/s, will answer the 
questions which so many now are asking – about an array of topics. 
 
But let’s begin with the biggie – the one topic which links so many!  
 

4 CONSPIRACY THEORIES 
 
There is a war going on currently - and has been for some time - involving 
this topic in particular.  Conspiracy Theory is the naturally occurring antithesis 
to much that is reported in the mainstream media - regarded as the 
overriding Official Narrative - placed there for distribution by governments. 
 
Very briefly put – the seeds of such can be summed up in a few words. 
Conspiracy Theory is born from: 

• A lack of substantiating and corroborating evidence 
• A lack of coordinating stories reflecting the same truth 
• A lack of explanation where there should be more than plenty 
• A denial of any alternative truth but the one and only Official version 
• A refusal to engage in open debate and/or open public inquiry 

 
The seeds only take root and grow when conditions, for them to grow, exist.  
And they exist where the above features of LACK exist – and ONLY there. 
 
In every story where this term has been applied, all the above features are 
seen as present.  It indicates that there is something which certain parties 
perhaps do not want revealed or known about.  In these cases, the term – 
Conspiracy Theory - is rolled out and applied to the Theories in order to do 
two things. 
 
The purpose is to discount them and discredit them – along with the people 
who talk of them and even those who simply share them – like Alex Jones. 
The one sure way to eliminate them though – the theories that is - is the 
provision of the very things which all the stories – official narratives - lack.    
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We might all ask ourselves this question. 
In relation to these Theories – when did we last hear that the government will 
be laying all its cards on the table with full supporting evidence to support 
their Theory – or rather their Official Narrative?   
I personally have no recollection of that ever being said! 
 
There is more on this topic in an article in CONNECT: 
The Truth Of Conspiracy Theory : M-2435LD 
 
This article in CONNECT points to a lack of transparency – if not cover up: 
And They Call This A Debate??? : M-2455MA 
 
Speaking of elimination – well that’s an interesting topic in itself. 
There is: 
The story of Anne Heche – Was it accidental death or murder? 
The story of Isaac Kappy – Featured in documentary These Little Ones 
The story of Udo Ulfkotte – Featured in documentary Busted 
     Udo was found dead shortly after publishing his book: Bought Journalists 
     Udo Ulfkotte: Was a Nationalist Journalist Murdered in Germany? 
The story of Brandy Vaughan – Ex-Big Pharma whistle-blower 
     Brandy was found dead in her home by her 10yr old son 
The story of Dr Andreas Noack – German scientist revealed content of jab 

Andreas discovered what was in the C-19 jab and spoke about his 
findings in a video. 
 

5 PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY 
 
The mother of parliaments and the democratic system is viewed by many as 
rooted in Westminster, London, UK – behind Athens of course. 
 
We have all grown up with the idea that we live in a modern and just system 
and should be pleased - even proud – to enjoy such.  But what the last three 
years has revealed to so many is, that much of what we’ve been told – much 
of what we’ve been led to believe even – is actually a fallacy. 
 
From the beginning of 2020, the British parliamentarians have shown their 
true worth to the British people and the rest of the world.  Not once has there 
been rigorous debate on the issues at hand, or deep searching questions 
asked in the chamber – even if they were asked, quietly, in the corridors. 
 
The enthusiasm of these representatives to swallow one single narrative was 
stunning to anyone with an enquiring mind and an understanding of what a 
real debate really entails.  Major changes in legislation were waved through 
by MPs on both sides of the House of Commons, without any noticeable 
hesitation on the part of any of them.  And if there was hesitation, did those 
MPs make their feelings known to the public through the media? No. 
They were silenced or chose to stay silent - for reasons yet to be explained. 
 
What made the whole situation so much clearer to so many - laying bare for 
all to see the total inadequacies of the current systems - was a recent so-
called debate by Members of Parliament.  Eleven MPs turned up to 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_14da3c66c72f4f58a88e5e7429bbfc34.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_9c9133c04f384531b4a67576ce653135.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ILpqeThXSOYI/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3u2paYz47uh7/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/IFzM1XkfPvhW/
https://www.theburkean.ie/articles/2020/09/20/udo-ulfkotte-was-a-nationalist-journalist-murdered-in-germany
https://ourtube.co.uk/v/20708?channelName=Puretrauma357
https://odysee.com/$/search?q=noack
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contribute to a debate on whether or not a public inquiry should be held to 
examine Vaccine Safety.  That debate  

• Was called for by more than 107,000 citizens 
• Was held on 24oct22 in a committee room 
• Was attended by more observers than the 11 MPs speaking 
• Lasted in totality approx. 90min 
• Closed with a vote – to determine whether a debate had been held 

The vote carried – apparently 11 MPs agreed that it had, and… 
That a public inquiry was NOT required  
 

There is more about this debate in parliament in this article in CONNECT: 
And They Call This A Debate??? : M-2455MA 
 
 Given the number of  

• deaths specifically related to the inoculations  
• the people harmed and harmed severely by the inoculations 
• excess deaths due to all causes since the roll-out of the inoculations 

the 11 MPs in their wisdom – admittedly not all – decided that a full 
examination on the Vaccine Safety issue was NOT required. 
This is what these MPs representing the People’s interests – and particularly 
our safety – decided. 
 
If anyone thinks this is a democratic system to be thankful for and proud of – 
then it’s just possible they will stand on their own with that. 
 

6 THE RUSSIA UKRAINE WAR 
 
This is by definition a major topic.  Very few things in the world are more 
serious than the outbreak and continuance of war.  And here again, 
politicians have decided for us – as if any of us had any say in the matter – 
that war was the right way forward. 
 
Well, it never is – and any child’s mother will tell us that. 
And it NEVER IS, in a Grown-Up Intelligent Society – for that is not how 
grown-up intelligent members of society behave.  Which means – apart from 
anything else – as a People we do not have Grown-Up Intelligent politicians 
representing our interests.   
 
What we all decide to do about that in the coming near future will be 
interesting to watch.  It will be even more interesting to experience the 
change that discussions on the topic will certainly bring forth. 
 
So, the Ukraine war then. 
Many of us will have watched or read the BBC’s account of proceedings, 
mirrored around the world by the herd of mainstream media channels 
dutifully – it seems – following the orders of their owners working in harmony 
with our elected representatives – to push out the Official Narrative. 
 
And there’s that phrase again – Official Narrative.  Jacinda Ardern’s own 
phraseology comes to my mind here – where she says: 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_9c9133c04f384531b4a67576ce653135.pdf
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 “If it’s not come from the government then it’s NOT the truth”.   
That is one Jaw-Dropping statement to make. 
 
Sky News Aus captured Jacinda Ardern’s single source of Truth message  for 
us to reflect on. 
 
What many people are unaware of, is that there is a completely different 
narrative - an Alternative Narrative – which politicians around the world are 
doing their very best to silence. 
 
To give you a flavour of that alternative narrative, I was interested to consider 
the various points made in a video by an enterprising investigative journalist. 
In the first clip of two, one platform points out a series of stories which have 
been used by the mainstream media to falsely report what has been 
happening in Ukraine.  In the second clip at - 7min - an investigative journalist 
flies into Ukraine to see exactly what’s happening there.  I’m expecting it to 
surprise you!  It’s another exposure of Ukraine.    
 
Oliver Stone – film director – made a fascinating documentary about the 
historical events in Ukraine which point to the real reasons why Putin 
invaded.  Not surprising, is that the reasons given light to in the documentary 
are not the same reasons we have all been force-fed by the mainstream 
media.  So why is that?  The documentary is titled: Ukraine On Fire. 
 
Putting aside the history of Ukraine and its various political leaders there is 
the important subject of the present.  I have made these points so many 
times before – and you have probably been thinking the very same thing. 
Why is it – NO ONE speaks of peace?   
It is all WAR WAR WAR, rather than Jaw Jaw Jaw!  
 
On top of that, all we hear from Biden – all we ever heard from ex-PM BoJo 
and now similar things from PM Rishi – is more of people’s money being sent 
to support Ukraine.  And the sums of money involved have been eye-
watering in amount.   
 
For those feeling uncomfortable about the doom and gloom of the economic 
situation and in particular – the reduction in social spending coupled to the 
hike in taxes – you might put these two factors together. 
Should we not have got all the mums to sit down and work things out?  
 
The BBC announced PM BoJo’s gift of £1billion of military support. 
Aljazeera announces Biden’s gift of $3billion of military support. 
 
None of this money is Biden’s, BoJo’s or any of the other so-called world 
misleaders.  It’s the People’s and the People had no say in how it could be 
used.  And again – referring to the lack of process for debates in parliament – 
there was little discussion on the matter and the Wants of these misleader 
types was simply waived through without question.  
 
Clare Daly – an Irish MEP – is clear on the US strategy and the madness of it. 
 

https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/jacinda-ardern-quickly-becoming-the-great-resets-high-priestess-as-the-movements-slow-march-towards-big-government-control-rumbles-on/news-story/0066bd636f7aa11daf54088c8a817014
https://odysee.com/@Happy:9/ukraineonfire:9e
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-61990479
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/8/24/biden-announces-nearly-3bn-in-us-military-aid-to-ukraine
https://national-conservative.com/irish-mep-american-elites-send-ukrainians-to-die-to-line-their-own-pockets/
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And to conclude on this introduction to what is one of this article’s major 
topics, there is the matter of the Baltic Sea Nord Stream pipeline. 
 
There is a commentary which suggests – there are two navies in the world 
capable of blowing up a deep see pipeline – the Nord Stream in this case.  
The American and the British.  It is believed, if not proved by some, that it was 
the British that blew it up. 
 
News Punch carried this story - coming from a Pentagon insider - which 
suggests Biden was behind the sabotage of the Nord Stream pipeline to 
prevent delivery of gas to Europe and to help ensure Germany would stay on 
side with Biden’s strategies for the US. 
 
An independent People’s journalist provided an analysis which – among 
other things – places a pointed finger right at Biden as being responsible for 
sabotage of the Nord Stream pipeline.  
   
 

7 The above three topics 
Conspiracy Theories 
Parliamentary Democracy 
The Russia Ukraine War 

are just a small number of what is an expanding list of topics which are all 
curiously related and intertwined – which looked at through a particular lens 
and taken together, paint a rather disturbing picture. 
 
In Part 2 - I will be introducing additional topics which can again appear 
curiously related, which only adds to the disturbing picture being painted. 
 
And this is important to say. 
My firm and overwhelming belief is that – as disturbing as the picture is 
painted - I honestly believe all will come good in the end.  I don’t say that 
because I have insider information on a White Knight appearing before us – 
or because I hear the sound of cavalry coming down the valley.  There will 
be no saviour to rescue the People from this apparent tyrannical situation 
amassing on our doorsteps.  The solution is instead in People’s own hands.  
The People are the screenwriters – and when we all realise that we can 
design a completely new future – one based on Truth, Honesty and Integrity. 
 
It is only when one turns to face the truth – to face the enemy in a war-like 
situation – that the enemy begins to appear smaller than the fear you gave it. 
When enough of the People realise what is happening - however 
coordinated these topics are in reality – the tide will turn.  I’m as certain about 
that as I am about the daily tidal flows on the beaches of Kent today. 
 
There really is a bright future ahead – and it lies at arm’s reach. 
We all have to want it - choose it - and reach for it. 
Once chosen – there will be a new beginning. 
I’m sure it will be the beginning of something quite incredible.    
 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/vbM7-r2VaMc/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/vbM7-r2VaMc/
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8 Now to complete- I will return to the point I made in sec2 above. 
 
There are clearly actors playing their part in bringing about what appears to 
be a Great Agenda – conceived and orchestrated by those who have come 
to be referred to as the Elite.  These are the unelected billionaires – who are 
part of the WEF – headed by Klaus Schwab.  They believe they have the 
right to not only plan our futures but believe they have the right to enforce 
that future upon us. 
 
Among the foot soldiers at their command are those who act on their behalf.  
At the level of government, we could be talking about our very own elected 
MPs.  Klaus Schwab boasts about having infiltrated governments with his 
own recruited Young Leaders – identifying the Canadian, French and New 
Zealand government leaders being among them.   
 
Whether or not they are acting for the Elite and the WEF – whether they 
know it or not – they have unilaterally failed the People in the manner I have 
sought to describe.  It is by their failure that they have drawn the spotlight on 
themselves, thus making it so very clear to the citizens that they are 
incapable of performing the roles which have been awarded to them. 
 
Additionally, these same individuals by their own failures, have drawn the 
same spotlight upon the systems they operate within.  The so-called 
democratic system which this country and others have adopted and 
followed for so very long now, is being clearly shown up for being as 
inadequate as the MP representatives who operate it. 
 
It is because of this spotlight exposure, that People have been made aware 
that there is need for a complete change.  Without these actors – without 
their failures – without the inadequate systems they follow - whilst telling us 
we live in a proud democratic system - we would not be aware of the 
change now needed.  Due to this, we can feel grateful to them all.  Without 
them – the change which I feel sure is coming would not have been 
recognised as needed and not have been made possible to come about. 
 
I recently heard of a letter sent to a serving MP, thanking them for everything 
they had done and everything they had not done.  The cumulative effect of 
these actions and non-actions, by the MP, was to light the path to a new way 
of life.  I thought – a letter expressing gratitude - was perfect. 
 
I will seek to include a copy of the letter in Part 2.   
      

PS1 In Part 2 I will be introducing another three topics. 
Among them will be the now infamous WEF – headed by Klaus Schwab. 
 
The next three topics, on their own, are all bad enough. But looking at them 
together with the 3 topics introduced above – and more to come – they do 
take on a most sinister appearance.  Some would say that is all just 
Conspiracy Theory.   
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But you now – perhaps after re-examining that label and importantly why 
governments use it daily – may now see it all differently. 
The thing is – governments only deny the theories – they never challenge 
them - they never prove them false! 
And that should tell people all they need to know! 
  

PS2 Andrew Brigden MP was one MP at the parliamentary debate on 24oct22 to 
debate the call for a public inquiry into Vaccine Safety.  Subsequently, the 
MP raised the issue in the Commons and said: 

“Even a casual glance at the data shows that there’s a very strong 
correlation between excess deaths and the level of vaccine uptake in 
that country. Surely, we must have an investigation? These are tens of 
thousands of people who are dying.“ 
 

The MP went on to give some interesting stats.  Courtesy of NewsPunch the 
MP  added: 

Here’s an easy comparison. Chile is the most heavily vaccinated country 
in the entire world. They went COVID nutty down there. They double 
boosted a bunch of their citizens for reasons that are unclear, resulting in 
a national vaccination rate of 125% somehow. Huh? Anyway, they’re the 
most heavily vaccinated country in the world. 
 
Bulgaria is the least vaccinated country in the world. Only 29% of 
Bulgaria’s citizens are fully vaccinated, and only 11% have taken a 
booster shot. 
 
So, in comparing the most heavily vaccinated country in the world with 
the least heavily vaccinated, any guesses as to what’s happening to 
excess mortality in those countries? 
 
In Bulgaria, where very few of their citizens are vaccinated against 
COVID, excess mortality declined by 1% this year. DECLINED. As in, fewer 
people died this year than died in the year before the vaccine rollout. 
 
In Chile, where everybody is vaccinated and then some, their excess 
mortality rate has increased by almost 21% compared to pre-vaccine 
times. Chile has the biggest increase in excess mortality in the whole 
world. 
 
Spain and Portugal have seen 18% increases in their excess mortality. In 
Greece, it’s up by 17%. New Zealand is up 15%. Iceland and Italy are up 
14%. Here in America, our excess mortality rate has shot up by 11% 
compared to how it was before the COVID vaccine rollout. Norway and 
Australia have also seen 11% increases in all-cause mortality. The only 
country where there has been a negative impact on excess mortality was 
Bulgaria. 
 
The vaccines were supposed to save lives, but the only country where 
deaths have declined is in the one country that basically balked at the 
idea of injecting everyone with the experimental mRNA gene serum 
shots. 

https://newspunch.com/british-mp-suspended-following-comments-about-vaccines-excess-deaths/
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Do you recall what I said in sec4 on the subject of Conspiracy Theories. 
• A lack of explanation where there should be more than plenty 
• A denial of any alternative truth but the one and only Official version 
• A refusal to engage in open debate and/or open public inquiry 

These 3 features are all present here. 
 
So, the theorists among us seek to fill in the gaps to arrive at a plausible 
explanation for what is happening – and not happening. 
It is therefore one easy step to believing that there is a reason why this 
information is being buried and hushed up.  THEY do not want it talked about. 
 
Why is that do you think.  Or perhaps - why is that do you feel? 
 
Like Neo – in the Matrix films - perhaps the People only need to realise just 
how powerful the People are. We only need to believe! 
Like Sky says: “Believe in Better”  
  

Note Topics ripe for inclusion in this multi-part series, include: 
 Clamp Down on Freedom to Protest 
 Clamp Down on Press Freedom 
 Covid-19 
 Crypto Currencies  
 Digital ID 
 Fixed Elections 
 Paedophilia 
 Parliamentary Democracy 

The Hunter Biden Laptop 
 The Inoculation 
 The Ukraine BIO-Labs 
 WEF 

 
 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 

Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 
In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 

 
 By: David Charles 

 Contact/Source: CONNECT: Magazine 

4 LINK CONNECT: The Truth Of Conspiracy Theory: M-2435LD 

4 LINK CONNECT: And They Call This A Debate???: M-2455MA 

4 LINK The story of Anne Heche – Was it accidental death or murder? 

4 LINK The story of Isaac Kappy – Featured in doc film:  These Little Ones 

4 LINK The story of Udo Ulfkotte – Featured in documentary Busted 

4 LINK Udo Ulfkotte: Was a Nationalist Journalist Murdered in Germany? 

4 LINK The story pf Brandy Vaughan – Ex-Big Pharma whistle-blower 

https://www.connect-m3.com/magazine
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_14da3c66c72f4f58a88e5e7429bbfc34.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_9c9133c04f384531b4a67576ce653135.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ILpqeThXSOYI/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3u2paYz47uh7/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/IFzM1XkfPvhW/
https://www.theburkean.ie/articles/2020/09/20/udo-ulfkotte-was-a-nationalist-journalist-murdered-in-germany
https://ourtube.co.uk/v/20708?channelName=Puretrauma357
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4 LINK The story of Dr Andreas Noack – Scientist revealed content of vax 

5 LINK CONNECT: And They Call This A Debate???: M-2455MA 

6 LINK SKY News Aus: Jacinda Ardern’s single source of Truth message   

6 LINK It’s another exposure of Ukraine 

6 LINK Oliver Stone: Ukraine On Fire 

6 LINK BBC: PM BoJo’s gift of £1billion of military support 

6 LINK Aljazeera announces Biden’s gift of $3billion of military support 

6 LINK NewsPunch: Pentagon insider speaks of Biden plan for Nord Stream 

6 LINK Biden responsible for sabotage of the Nord Stream pipeline 

6 LINK Clare Daly – an Irish MEP – is clear on the US strategy for Ukraine 

PS2 LINK NewsPunch: MP barred following comments on vaccines and deaths 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK Klaus Schwab: YOUNG GLOBAL LEADERS SCHOOL  

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

 
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 
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https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_9c9133c04f384531b4a67576ce653135.pdf
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/jacinda-ardern-quickly-becoming-the-great-resets-high-priestess-as-the-movements-slow-march-towards-big-government-control-rumbles-on/news-story/0066bd636f7aa11daf54088c8a817014
https://ugetube.com/watch/media-movie-sets-in-ukraine-media-lies-exposed_4mwX9J3Wft9FEf6.html
https://odysee.com/@Happy:9/ukraineonfire:9e
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-61990479
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/8/24/biden-announces-nearly-3bn-in-us-military-aid-to-ukraine
https://newspunch.com/pentagon-insider-biden-admin-orchestrated-nord-stream-pipeline-attack-to-isolate-germany/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/vbM7-r2VaMc/
https://national-conservative.com/irish-mep-american-elites-send-ukrainians-to-die-to-line-their-own-pockets/
https://newspunch.com/british-mp-suspended-following-comments-about-vaccines-excess-deaths/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/6MxF7TPqv55d/
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

